
RHN analysis R. Yonamine (Tohoku U.)

๏ Generator 
Fujii-san pointed out that my previous generator had a problem because of 
“crashing arrows” in HELAS computation. 
➡ A fix has been applied (p.2) 
➡ Checked polar angle and energy 
➡ Remaining issue : including tau 

๏ Full simulation (mokka) and standard reco ̶> Isolated lepton finding + Jet 
clustering 
➡ Test production has been done (with helps from Miyamoto-san and Ono-san)  

➡ Currently checking data



2Straightening crashing arrows
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Same sign and opposite sign di-lepton events are expected to be same kinematics

Left : original diagram, Right : Equivalent but valid for HELAS

A trick proposed by Fujii-san :  
Invert the arrows highlighted in red and then assign 
opposite charges on the final states.
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Unacceptable in HELAS



3Generator-level check (1)

Comparable to opposite sign events

Same signOpposite sign

Fraction of same sign di-lepton events
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Looks consistent

Blue : Same sign di-lepton events 
Red : Opposite sign di-lepton events
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Generator-level check (2)
Polar angle distribution



5Generator-level check (3)
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Energy distribution



6Reco-level check

Same sign requirement looks very powerful

# of same sign di-lepton events
No luminosity normalization    

4f zz_slsignal

127 evts

Efficiency ~0.04%Efficiency ~ 76%



7Reco-level check

y23 also looks useful 

# of same sign di-lepton events
No luminosity normalization    

4f zz_slsignal
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Summary

- A fix has been applied for RHN generator 

- Technically it is working except for tau decay mode

- Next step : Cut based analysis (unless any problems found)

- Currently I’m checking the generated/reconstructed data


